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This month, we’ve curated four incredible selections, so you can build two 
perfectly balanced bites. We’re pairing a rich, tangy triple crème with 

molasses-tinged honey and a grassy, zesty aged pecorino with aromatic bresaola. 

Astor Apiaries Buckwheat Honey
This honey is a serious showstopper—rich and 
dark, with the consistency and profile of molasses.
It’s sweet and decadent, a dessert-like honey 
with notes of dark chocolate and licorice. 

Rich / Molasses / Licorice 

Nettle Meadow Kunik
Goat’s milk is combined with Jersey cow’s cream 
in these savory rounds of triple-crème cheese 
from the Adirondacks. A decadently rich cheese 
that slices like fudge, with notes of lemon zest 
and button mushroom.

Lemon Zest / Button Mushroom / Fudgy 

PAIRING PRINCIPLES 101
LIKE + LIKE

Items with similar flavor profiles typically make for tasty pairs.

OPPOSITES ATTRACT
Try pairing items with totally contrasting flavors, like sweet with salty.

ALL ABOUT TERROIR
If they come from the same region, it’s likely they’ll go well together.

Pecorino Oro Antico + The Spotted Trotter Sliced Bresaola

YOUR PERFECT PAIRS

Gold & Ruby

“Oro antico” translates to aged gold, and the earthiness of these luxe 
crumbles pairs beautifully with ruby red slices of aromatic charcuterie. 

New York Cheesecake

On its own, Kunik is almost like savory cheesecake. A drizzle of buckwheat 
honey balances those savory, lemony notes with a complex sweetness. 

Nettle Meadow Kunik + Astor Apiaries Buckwheat Honey

HOW TO CUT & SERVE YOUR CHEESE
3-5
WEEKS

AGED

3-5

Pecorino Oro Antico
This earthy and robust Italian cheese is bathed in 
luxurious olive oil before aging. The rind develops 
a zesty, peppery flavor that permeates its crumbly 
paste, building on the cheese’s nutty, grassy notes. 

Savory / Delicate / Aromatic 

3-5
MONTHS

AGED

6
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CAKE CUT

The Spotted Trotter Sliced Bresaola
This lean Italian cured beef has been marinated in 
delicate aromatics, orange, rosemary, and red wine, 
and aged. It boasts a gorgeous deep red color and 
has a succulent, savory, and spiced profile. 

Bright / Zesty / Fruity 
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Nettle Meadow Kunik

Cut small triangular wedges of desired portion size 
from the round wheel as if you were cutting a cake. 
Depending on size, slice the triangular wedge into 

smaller wedges that have a piece of rind on the top.

CHUNK
Pecorino Oro Antico

Laying the cheese on its side, use a 
small sharp knife to chunk bite-sized 
pieces of the cheese. It will naturally 

break along the interior lines of the curd.


